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ON THE NATURE OF REVOLUTION
I: Dehition and Source
We may begin our examination of the nature of revolution .
with the question of whether or not such an inquiry is relevant
to our era. We say this for mme have insisted that revolution is
outmoded in the present e*.
Professor Arthur M. Schleainger,
Jr., for example, in his book, TAGV i h l Cmter-published in
expfesged the opinion that "modern science has given the d i n g
class power which renders mass revolutions obsolete." That Mr.
Wesinger chaw to write this at the very moment when the revolution of the Chinese p p I e had achieved success reilects more than
bad timing; it indiates a fundamental misjudgment of the nature
of our time and the nature of social revolution.
Surely, the years since igqp-one need only think of the rwoIution8 in Egypt, Viet Nam, Iraq, Venezuela, and Cuba-have demonstrated the absurdity of the idea that because of the develop
rnents of technique, or for any ocher ream, mass revo1utions
have been rendered obsolete. O n the contrary, we are living in an
era when the obsolescence of a social order-mpitabsm, in its imperialist stage-has put revolution on the agenda. We are living,
in fact, in the century that is characterized by the transformation
of the world from an im@alist-dominated one to a socialist one;
this is just as certain as it is certain that, some five hundred ycara
ago, the peoples of Western civilization were living in a time
charactmized by the transition hum feudalism to capitalism.
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T h e developments of improved techniques of destruction nnd
propaganda in the hands of the ruIing classes have made n
w
some alterations in the tactiw of rwalurion; but, as the even@ of
every passing day cunfmn, they have not eliminated the prof revolution.
Indeed, our exa t the era of revolution par excellence, without
precedent in history for the substantive nature of its tmnsforrping
force, for the quantitative r e p which e n w m w s whole con.
tinenu rather than a l e nations, and far the speed with which
it uafolds.

I

DeGtimm of C'Re~~f~tion''
How hall: we define this term, "tevolution"? The dictionary
offers this: "A sudden and violent change in government or in the
politid constitution of a country, mainly brought about by int
d c a w . " In this definition I find very Iittle with which to
agree, though the emphasis upon internal muses as being of ]prime
consequence i valid, I believe. I would r a k define revolution as an historical process leading to and cullhinathg in social trans- 1
formation, wherein one ruling class is displaced by another, with
the new class representing, as compared to the old, enhand pra I
ductive capacities and socialIy progressive potentiatities. This
definition is to be preferred to the other, i t seema to me, on many
grounds; one is that with the dictionary definition there in no
distinction between revolution and counter-revolution.But in my
view these are two quite distinct, indeed, oppmite phenomena,
and any definition that would d l both the victory of George
Washington and the victory of F r a n h Fxanco by the same name
is bound to confuse more than define.
'
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Rule Versus Change

7 3 e history of mankind is a remarkably.dynamic one; change
ia one of its few mmtants, including the reaming appearance of
changes of such consequence and of such a n a t m that only the
term "revolution," ae I haw defined it, correctly characriws
them

I

W b n one stop to think about this, it is v e q nearly miracuroua
For consider: Every exploitative ruling das, in the past, CVQYwhere in the warld, throughout the thousands of years of recorded
history, has held in its hands-since it was the ruling clas+e&
tive domination of the society. I t has, to kgh with, owned the
means of production; it haa damiaated the state apparatus; and
it has dominated, a h , the ideology and the culture of the sodety.
In certain cases-as, for example, in systems of chattel slaveryr u h q classes actually have
physically not only the natural
and man-made meana of production, but also the human producers
themselvts.
surely one would rhinl that such unfgcmeno
At fuat
would defy basic alteration Where dcontrol p&uon,
corn*
munication, education, law, and ideology in general, and the
whole state apparatus with its facilities for persuasion and repm+
sion, dms it not appear that the easiest thing to do would be to
maintain such a system? It is no wonder, thenI that every exploitative ruling class in the past has insisted that ifs system, or "way
of life," was splendid and manifestly destined to last forever. But
it is a wonder that though every ruling class, in every epmh, everywhere in the world, has insisted upon this 4 1 ~ o n - view,
~ ~ ' *
they have all, -here,
all the t h e , bum p e n wrong.
If revohation were to occur once or mice in human history, it
might l
x explained in terms of "accident," m some notably hponsible or i&cient conduct on the part of the particular rulers
thus overthrown. But where revohtion L the rule, hjstorially
speaking, despite a11 the m d k t and not so manifest d d s a g z h t
ita attempt, not to speak of its 8would it not appear that
there must be some central explanation for this? Would i t not a p
pear that there must be some kmdstible forcel working within all
hitherto existing d d systems which, despite the apparent
omnipotence of the rulere, succeeds in terminating their xule and
basially altering thm systems?

-

The Roars of R e v ~ l ~ t i o n
What, thenI W we eay as to the source of this repeated p m

is due, I rbink, in the first +,
to fun&
mental and immutable contradictions, or antagonisms, which
hitherto have characterized all exploitative d a l systems.
W e s t themselves in the fact that class conflict or class strqgIc
makes up the w n h e n t a l dynamic of recorded history, and in
that s
e
w v t s I as Marx and Engels stated, in The Cornmgnkt Manifesto, "the histmy of all hitherto existing society."
i*ld
This wntradiaion is oqanic to the society's nature; hence,
the p m of molution is part of the process of the very life
and development 6f the society icseff. Hence, too, ruling W a ,
be they as apparently all-powerfu1 as they please, never have been
abk in the p t to prevent their own demise.
At the same Lime, the contradiction doea not manifest itself
simply in the decay of the &acg of the ding cia; it d e s t 8
itstIf, also, in the &ng strengthI mrdwsness, aad organhtim
of thmc being ruIed. This twdded feature of the contradiction
is reinforcing; i t is interpmctrating, each serving s i m u t t a n d y
as -use and effect, as stimulant and result. That is, the relation- ship between the two elements of the cmtradiction ia dialectical.
Tbis inttrnal contradiction is of basic couaequence in explaining the process of revolatim. In addition, k is an external
mnmdiction, as it were, which d u in the Qa of the uneven
development of all hitherto existing d systems. It is a fact that
no one system, at an identical stage of development, has ever
dominated the globe, nor even nu& substantid seaions of the globe
that it has not k n in poximity to other social systems, or enentiaIly d d a r smkd systems but at different levels of development.
This coditlon produce coda and a n t a g o h , also, particularly
dnce each of the =ring
systems or levels Ss iwlf parasitic and
cxplaitatiw. Such external conflict tends to bring ppesleures to
bear u p existing d a l orders W d y beset with i n W struggk. Again, here, each tends to stimulate the other; that is, the
a t e d conflict may exacerbate the internal, or the internal may
prcdpitaw the external. The relationship here, as elsewhere, is
not simple and need not be direct, and Tuling c l w are not devoid
of apabilities, including the mpacity to use external challenges
as lightning roda fw internal dif6culties. But, on the whole, uneven
dwelopmtnt with resultant conflict tenda to inten* the internal
cess of revolution? It

I

cmtradictiom hatting *ad finally undoily atploitative ruling
dwm.
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..A A L ,
* h an e&rt to illuminate the sources of the r e v o l d o w process, let us turn to the history of our own country and, w-1~.
1 I -1-
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the Second American Revolution--the Civil War, which completed some of the tasks of our First Revolution.
T o comprehend the sources of that War, which culminated as
revolution, it is neewary to understand what forces drove the
dominant elements in the slaveholding claws to choose the p t h
of an attempted cwnter-revolutionary coup; for the Civil War,
in m'gin, wadi an attempted counter-revolution. T h e is a considerabIe literature, that seeks to make the villain of the p i e in
this instance Abraham Lincoln, and to insist chat he inveigled
the rulers of the South into m t i n g to f o r e j u s t as, by the way,
there is a body of literature that insis# Franklin Delano R m e h
goaded the Imperial Japanese government into bombing Pear1
Harbor and, therefoe, was the real precipitator of World War
11, so far as U.S. involvement is c o n m & ,
Both schools of thought are in error. h for h launching of
the Civil War--with which done we shall deal here--the evidence
is overwhelming that the secession movement was plotted by leaden
of the slaveholding claps for months-in the case of some individuals, for years-prior to the bombing of Fort Summ. The evidence
is overwhelming that these leaders &ed
out, illegally and against
the will of the majority of white Southerners (let alone, the will
of the one-third of the population of the South which was Negro) ,
the creation of a so-called Confederate States of America, mustered
an army, and ordered contingents of that army to take over arsenals,
pst-ofbca army centem and naval b e belonging to the United
States. The evidence is condusive, a h , that these same kadcrs
caused the bombardment of one of the £ o m which refused to yield,
and that, as a result, for several days Fort Sumter was subjected
to the force and violence of the Confederate ruftrs.
to
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C O ~ L P ~ - ~ O ~ U

The first problem, then, in connection with the source of the
Civil War is to u n b t a n d why the e t i v e ledemhip of the
slaveholding c l a ~took this came. They m k tbis path WUSC
they had beawne desperau; they had decided that they had everything to gain and nothing tb lose by resorting to counterqwolutionarp violence. In the pat, when exploitative ruling &uses have
become m n v i n d that they could not maintain their rule in the
old way, they have resorted, when they had the power, to &hepath
of o#
violenethat b, to the path of counter-revolution.
The dominant slaveholders in the United States resmted to
this in 1860 bemuse they came to the mndusion that if they did
not, they would be undone, legally and ~ t i t u t i o n d l y ,in the
near future. Hence, they dcukted, by mmting to rxlunter-ma- I
Iutim, they might succeed in thwarting or signi6wtly delaying I
their burial which, they were onvineed, would be their fate if i
they abided the results of the 1860 election&
There were four interpenetrating £or-two
essentially i&
t d , and two ementiaUy external-which oogether drove the I
dominant elements in the slaveholding
to the & p a t e ex- I
w e n t of war. These -to
state them
'ly fmt, and
then to return for a brief elaboration of e d of
~ them; x) the I
mounting unreslt of the four million Negro slaves and rhe rising
class co&ousneas
and W n t e n t of the majority of non-stavthoIding whites in the South; a) the intensifying coneradictions
within the eamomic and social system of planeation slavery itself
which drove it towaxds a voracious expansio*
in turn, this
helped precipitate the fundammtal questions d the future of the
federal lands and the right or wrong of the institution of slavery;
3) the souwconomic transformation north of the Mason-Dixon
Line which basidly threatened shvemmtic domination over rhe
federal government; and 4) the quantitative and qualitative gnrwth
of the Abolitionist Movement.
W e turn to the briefest elaboration of each of these elements.
The developing discontent of the slave and nondaveholding whites
in the South reached 8uch a aescendo in the 1850's that the slave

I
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aa they said, the breaking out of civil war
before they could launch it upon Washiqmn. Shve
d plots re.a&d a high point in the b d e 1850-1860;
other evidem of slave unrest-as ~ t - m d dextrawdinary
levels in the same period; ewamplm of white participation in and
sympathy towards such £reedom efEortsi on the part of the slaves
k a m e inmasingly frequent in thia same M;
a d , on the part
of the non.erIaveholdingwhites, political and emmmk orgahtion
and denmmb counter to the intermu of the planter clasa
characteristic of domestic southern politics in the d e d e prior to
-ion.
This fwment at home was of great signjftcance in creating a sense of depmtion on the part of the s l a v t h o dm.
~
Intensi6ed contradictions w i W the slave system sbowad themseIm in the rising peroentage of whites who were forced out of
the slave-holding c I a ~in the years just More the Civil War, and
in the lnounting pramre for new lands with which to i n m w
hoIdings and further productivity so that the rate of profit might
not fall. It a h was evident in the continuing compulsion towards
expansion, deriving from the ne-ity
to keep the proportion of
Negro population to white population at a manageable level. If
the area of slavery were ever thmughly confined, the slaveholders
feared-with gaud reason-that the problem of policing the slaves
would become so great as to be ~ ~ t i n g .
These tagether constituted fundamental internal contradictory
pressures that were ddknging the viabiIity of the Ameriw h v e
system In addition, outside the slave area, the North and West
were being t r a n s b e d by the enmnous haease of a freelabor
agricultural population, and by the swift r& of industrial mpital.
ism and the growing split among the memntile b u r p i s i e in
the North. As to the latter, they had earlier been engaged, m p
d a y in New York City, in slenidng the planters. But as industry
and wheat and corn production developed in the North and gained
world-wide marketa, a b d e r a b l c portion of the Northern merchant dagP switched its prime &rts to tramprhg and adling
free-Iabm-produced commdities. This &ange was of great importance in muring a split in the D-atic
Party, p d y the
preferred party of the slaveowners. Thus, a Narthern and a h t h .
ern D r m m t i c Party finally became crystallized and each ran a
d b t e in 1860, allowing Lincoln to emerge the victor though
ownem actually fared,
at home
m1ta a

9

running on a relatively new ticket, 4d v i n g a m;nntity d
the votes.
The interests of the dwes cvoIving as a result of this tramformation-fannets? wmkm, indusmiahg certain of the merchants
-were contrary to those of the slawowners. These dashing interegts
manifested h m e l v e a in mdicting paitions on basic questions
of the time-hmttad, tariff, internal improvements at federal
ex-,
m a c g and d t questions, matters of foreign policy. 1
The 1860 Meat, thedore, repmented a mushing blow to the '
slaveomq and pmdpitaced its act of dmperation.
Finally, in considmable part stimulated by the development aL
ready sketched, the Abolitionist Movement-a boname revolutionary mmcmemt-shd ira seaarianisrn and beawe a real massr
movement. It Became @ t i d y alert, organhtionalIy responsible .
and,*in much of the Narth, the decisive balance of power politically
and a d fare i&dq+c~lly. TI& development further terrified
the shvcownem and, together with everything else, led them to
attempt counter-revolution; that is, to seek the destnaction of the
bourgaoidemolratic Republic: and to make pemment, if not
suprme, the institution of chattel slavery on the North American
continent.
These internal and external forces cogether drove the q m s i v e
c h s m violence The Republic was deknded, with great va&tion and hesitation, by a coalition of classes more or less hostile
to the pretensions of the slaveowners and more or l a devoted
to the bou~oklemocraticrepublic. The defense, given rhe multidm nature of the coalition, was based on the broadest p i b l e
demad4eferPd dw Union, save the Republic1 At first, for purposes of unity and cohesion, it wasl insisted that the question of
slavery was irrelevant to the conflict. But, since the ownership of
four million slaves was basic to the very definition of the class
mounting the munter-molution, and since it was fundamental
to the power of that class, if the assault was to be turned back it
was nemsary to attack the institution of slavery. Hence, defending
J
andent liberties-the integrity of the Republic, the sanctity of
legal and constitutional prmduresunder new conditions, that
is, under conditions which saw those liberties k i n g assaulted in
an organized manner, it became necessary to forge new fiedonu.

I
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Thus, to prcaervt the Union it was m c c u q to liberate the darn;
to w
e the Union.
to liberatc the slaves, it ww
With that shift in strategy, the taedd course of the struggle
shifted; Negroes, straininp; to get into the battle wen? at last allowed
to do so, and before Lee surrendered, =so,Negro men had
fought in Lincoln's Army and Navy and had been of decisive consequence in producing that surrender.
Here, then, in the actualitia of U.S. history, was the mtfoldmg
of the revolutionary proctsa, to be institbtionalized in the 18th and
14th Amendments to theConstitution, conbtingwithout cumpensation oper three billion dolIars worth of private proptrty and
laying the groundwork for the continuing effort to achieve real
freedom on the part of the Negro masses.

In: Revolution and Violence
Probably the single most common stereotype in connection
with revolution is to equate it with violence. Examples of thia
abound; the reader will recall that the dictionaxy definition of rwolution began with the words: "A sudden and violent change in government.
Equally common is the p i n g of peaceful change as
contrasted with revolution; for instance, in Kenneth Neil1 Cameron's introduction to the Selected Poet~yand P r w of Shellq, the
editor surnrmrh~certain of Shelley's views this way: "In regard
to the existing situation in England the thing to do is to work
first for the reform of parliament, peacefully if possible, by revolution if.-n
But the equating of vioIence with the nature and ptrrcess of
revoIution is not correct. Violence may or may not appear in such
a process, and its presence or absence is not a determining feature
of the definition How,then, should one view the reIationship of
violence to ~ o l u t i o n ?
First, there is the historical view, the view c o n e d in Marx*
famous obsetvation that "force is the midwife of every old d e t y
which is pregnant with the new." This o b a t i o n , however, is
not advocacy; it is o b a t i o n . I t is taking account of the k
t
certainly a fact when Marx. was writing-that hitherto social c h a w

. . ."

. .."
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a e n t l y fundammu to be d e d rtvolutiom hed mt
peacefully. It is, also, an observation which rules out the adoption
of pa&
as an ideology suitable for a revolutionary, but it moat
certainly does not comtitute the advocacy of violence for the
lutionary hhseIf.
That it does not, follow from an examination of the full content of the historid ohemation anent the relationship between
violem and revolution. That observation insub &at where violen- has accompauied revolutionary ahination, it has appeared
becaw the old dam, facing elimination due to ~ a develop
l
meots, has c h m to p t p o n e its internment by resorting to the
violent suppraion of the challenging c h s m and f m s . The s i o m
of the violenuywhen it a p p r s , is in reaction; it is in rapom to
that ChaJlenge that resistme may be offered and if such resistance
is aumsful then the rwolutionaq process may wme to fruition.
Exactly this course marks the American Revolution, where the
colonists pled peacefully for a redre= of grievances and for the
'"rights of EngIishmea" These demands were resisted and the
rights were not granted by the C m . As the demands e s t e d ,
and the organized strength of the movement making those demands
grew, the Crown fillally moved, in 1775, to the massive, forcible
suppression of the entire movement. It wa9 for this purpose that
the King aent ten thousand troops to Baron, blockaded the port,
and aent detachments of thme troops, bayonets fixed, to m t the
leadera of that movement. The use of force ame &st as an expression of policy by the Crown; the revolutionises turned to force as
a last resort and as an act of resistance to the prior-ofired force
by reaction. The resistance finally was s u ~ u and
l BO the Rev+
lution p h e d . Or, as in the case of mdern Spain, the efEort
to secure in that -ring
country a Republic with an advanced
bourgeohdem~ticsystem was met by the organized force and
violence of feudal and £axistic groups both in Spain, and in Wmany and Italy. There, the movement toward signifimt &a1
change was met by reactionary violence and the resistance to that
vioIence was not succaful; hence. Franco's counter-revolutionary
assault succeeded, and Spain's crucifixion continues.
Where one has a complete absence of any Wbility of struggIe for so& progress other than through violence, he has an alto-

gether difhrent situation. Thb, for usmpk was true in &&ve
south in our own oountry. The slaves were forbidden dl rights
and were, in fact, the property of the master claw. Tbqr were
forbidden to learn to read and write; they were forbidden to own
anything or go anywhere or do anything without the e x p m permission of the masters. In such cases, individual xesistance d d
only show itself in Bight or being "uppity," as the masters put it,
or in dapemte acts of violence. And in such a sptern, o
e
struggle could only take the form of strikes, sabotage, or-and thia
was quite common-conspiracy and insurrection. But even

m,

the point I am histing upon in connection with the relationship
between the revolutionary process and vioIence f not really reEuted,
for in cases such as chattel slavery, the use of violenee still WW
with reaction. For in slavery, one h a system that is based u p
the exercise of naked violence or the clear k a t of its instant we.
In sIavery, the sfaves were forcibly held in subjection. and the sp
tern of slavery was begun by the forcible enslavement of the wiginal
victims.
The slaves, then, in an almost literal sense, were what John
Brown mUed them-that is, "prisoms of war,'' Here again, then,
the actual source of the violence and the persistent policy of employing violence characterizes the exploitative and o p p r e m
clasa, not the b s seeking basic social change.
A similar situation prevails with fascism; with, for examcple,
the condition that existed in Hitler Germany. There momp01ists
ruled by making war upon their own population and by the systematic imprisonment, torture, and annihilation of hundreds of
thousands of thwre opposing fascism. Here, toa, monopoIy ruled
not only by constant violence within, but a h by a policy of constant and violent aggression without. In such a situation, where
violence appem among those seeking real change, it o e again
appeafs only in response to the systematic resort to violence by the
foms of reaction. .
Since the source of violence rests with reaction, whether or not
it will appear depends not so much upon the will to use it but
rather upon the capacity to use it. This is why, in the hhtwy of
Marxism, &ere have been differing evaluations, at different tima,
as to the possibilities of tfie peaceful or relatively peaceful t r d -

tioa to Socialism. In the latter part of the 19thceutury both M a
and Engels thought this might be pssibIc in the United States,
Great Brihin, and Holland, largely beatuse of the well-developed
bourgeoidem~craticv
c
t
m
s prevailing them and the relative

absence, the& of highly concentrated military establishments.
With a f i m n t shi£ta in the situation, such erstimam altered, as
World War I-and its intense militarization-lenin
when,
asserted that peaceful transition was im-ible.
But it h to be
noted that this was an estimate arising out of a consideration of
the strength of reaction and its readheas and capacity to use violence. When this same LRdn thought he saw, in April, 1gr7, a
profound decay in the emengtb of reaction in R h a , he projeckd
the porwribility, then, in Russia, of the a d v m pea~efullyto SOcialisnt.
It may be noted that the Communist Party of Portugal, in a
recent policy declaration, affirmed that it saw the possibility in
that country of the peaceful &tion
to Sodim-and this in
a country w h a t fascism rules. T h e estimate is based on the relationship of form in the w d d and in Europe tcday; on the exceedingly precarious hold that Franco still has upon power in
Spain, and the developing force of pubIic opinion and anti-fascist
organization in Portugal. Here, again, the opinion is based upon
an estimate of the power of reaction to resort, efktively, to force
in crrder to prevent its own replacement.
Related to thk is the fact that today in the United States,
strikes are infrequently accompanied by violen-although
it must
be said that af the recession and unemployment show Iittre signs
of slackening off, appearance8 of violence in strike e p i d m arc
becoming less rare. Yet,as a whole, strikes and picketing today are
not ammpanied by violence. But twenty years ago, the opposite
was true; just twenty years ago, a picket line anywhere of any size
and duration almost automaticaIly meant violent assault by police
or hoodlums, or others, in the empIoy of the'baaures. The change
in this matter in our time is not due to the development of tender
hearts among the police or among the bosses. The change is due,
basially, to the aIteration in the relationship of forces visa-vis
labor and capital-it is due to the Eact that twenty years ago them
were perhaps six or seven million trade-unionists and today there
'4

are meateen or eighteen millions. There are other reasons for
the change, induding the growth of class collaborationism, but
this is the basic one; the bwures have the same will to smash genuine
trade unionism now as they did twenty ytm ago, but they do not
have the same power to do so today as they had tbea
We conclude, themfore, that violence is not an organic part
of the dehition of the process of revolution, a d that the conventional p e n t a t i o n which equatm violenm with revolution is false.
And we condu& that the conventional view which placea the onus
for the appearance of violence in connection with basic social
change upon the advomtes of such change is altogether wrong;
where violence does accompany revolutionary transformation, it
owes its origin and taka its impulse h m the form of reaction
which seek to drown the hture in blood.
Most d y , genuine revolutionists of the 20th century are
not advocates of force and violence; they are ad-tes
of fundamental s o d a l &qe, often b d - a s in TrujilIdand and My-lad-with the organized and systematized force and violence of
the mapportem of outmoded and cridnal d a l systems.

N: Revoiutian and Democracy
Next to that stermtype which identifies m f u t i o n with vioIen-, none is more widespread than that which places revolution
as antithetid to dernomacy. One hears kequently the question of
social change posed as being between two dternatives-either the
democratic or the revolutionary-with the dear inhence that the
two are mutually exclusive. The idea of revolution as W
i
n
g the
o p p i t e of d e m m q , d e s with it a h the view of the m I u tionary proass as being fundamentally a conspiratorid one.
Such ideas are in line with the Hoilywood-version of revolution, not with the actuality. All of us have seen the m 4 m o v i e + ~
tacular," with thc dastardly rebel demanding that the I m I y queen
yield to his awful dairesl, else he will permit the revolution to
sweep on; if she CIMSyield, he promises to call the whole thing
off. Such films, of course, always begin Gith the finepint reminder
that any similarity between what the spectatom are about to see
'

and real life is purely cohdentaI; certainly, as a dramatization
of the revolutionary process, this conventional H o l l y w d vmion
has nothing to do with reality.
If the widest popular participation, at its most intense level,
be M c to the meaning of demoaacy-and I think it &then the
whok revolutionary p r m and culmination. far from hmg contrary to demaaacy, represents its quinwnce. And the more
fundamental the nature of the revolutionary pracw$, the more
d e m m t i c it will be, the more irrelevant will be conspiracy, the
more indipow will be its roots, and the more necasary will
be the deepest involvement of the v ~ majority
t
of the population,
I t is counter-revolution which is antidemoaatic and therefore
mnspiratorial in character. Counter-revolution, hostile to the inw e s t s of the vast majority and contemptuous of the majority,
elitist and exploitative, Gnds it necewq to operate by stealth,
Wugh deliberate deception, and with dependence upon the precipitation of violence. This is why Airon Bum, seeking to sever tbe
western half of the United States horn the new Republic and to
establish his own empire, operated with but a few cdiderates,
acaunuIated weapons, and based himself upon twenty pieces of
silver from Fmch and Spa& Pilata. This is why Franco, a
General of the Army of the Spanish Republi~repmenting ex*
tremely reactionary and feudalistic elements in Spain, selling out
to German and Italian fascism, secretly plotted the forcible over&row of tbe legally elected and popular government, and based
himelf upon mercenary, non-Spanish mop for the accomplishment of the purpoaie.
This is why the overthrowals of the Mossadegh government in
I a n and the Arbenz government in Guatemala-whme programs
represented popular aspirations, as their exhtenm reflected pop
ular support-were engineered by the Central Intelligence Agenq
of the United States. These are exampla of u u l y unpopular and
thereforesecretive and conspiratorial-not to speak of the question
of illegality and violation of sovereignty-gwernmental b n p ,
reflecting not revolution, but counter~rwoIution.
The ruling-class charge'of "conspiratorial" hurled against rev+
lutionary awemen& h a the obvious inspiration of serving to
condemn such movements and as a pretext for e h r s to illegalize
xtl
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them and to persecute their advdcates and adherents. The rulingdass charge of anti-demoaaiic heard today in thh country against
revolutimq elfom, reflects the dmagqic use of the deep dm*
matic traditions of our land and the peraistcnt hold those traditions have upon many diem of aur compatriots.
The basic source, however, of the conventional ruhg-class
charge of conspiracy a d sedition-usually spiced with the additional libel of alien-inspiration-stems from the cl-'
rationalization for their own domination. That is, exploitative ruling
chats always h i s t that the orders they dominate are idyllic and
that nothing but devotion and contentment cbaracterix the ptople fortunate enough to live under their rule.
Hence, where significant revolutionary movements do ap@ar,
they must A e c t not fundamental contradictions and a n t a g o h
and injustia within the system, but rather the nefarious dnations of distempered individuals or of agents of a hostile foreign
power. That is, the source of the unreet may be anywhere-in the
b h a e n t s of the devil, the influence of the notorious Declaration of Independence or of the Communist Manifesto, or the
Paris Commune, or the Mmeow Kremlin, or the Garrisonian sheet
published in Elmton, called The Libmator, or the anti-American
scheming8 of Queen V
i&,
or the Protocols of Zion, or the
Bavarian IlIdnati-but it cannot be within the social order
&a&@
by the unrest. For, obviously, if it were there, this
would question h e basic conceptions of their r n order so far
as t h w dominating it are c o r n e d , and would tend to justify
the efforts at h q e .
This hind of thinking, furthermore, is natural for exploitative
ruling claws since their inherent elitigm makes them contemptuous
of the massesi of people. They, therefore, tend to see them as sodden
xobots, or unruly children, or slumbering beasts, and feel that they
may be goaded into fits of temper, or duped into riispkys of
savagery, but that no other sou=
for their own exprdons of
their own d neds'and aims are possible. In any ase, with the
paternalism characteristic of elitism, exploitative ruling classes
tend to be main that they know what is best for their own "people."
A stark illustration of these tendencia and attitub, inten-

si6ed by that special form of elitism known as racism, appeared in
the m p n s e of Amerian slaveowners to evidences of unrest among
the Negro l a v a . Whenever such evidences appeared, the slawowners invariably inaisted that they were due to outside agitator&
Northern fanatics or knaves, who had ~ t i up
d their shvm, for
their own malidous or mipided reasons. The abolition is^ denied the charge and insisred that the soume of the unrest of the
slaves lay in slavery. They offered a dramatic p m f of this idea,
when rhey assured the slaveownerrs that they knew a perfect md
permment cure for slave *u
and one that if not adopted
would simultaneously guarantee the antinuance of such uprisings.
If you would eliminate dave revo2ts, said the Abolitionists,
eliminate slavery. If the s h e s are emancipated on Monday, the
following Tuesday would mark the beginning of a condition which
would be permanently free of slave rbhp; but if the s l a v e are
not freed, then, no matter what preautions are taken upisings
would occur.
This point was h a m m e d home, in the days of the Amerian
Revolution-whichI one might think, would be 1-n
enoughby Benjamin Franklin in the course of a debate over taxation policy held in the ContinentaI ConAt this h e , a delegate from
Maryland remarked that he could see no reason £or making any
distinction among various forma of property when it came to taxing them, and that therefore he thought the principle of taxing
slaves shouId differ in no way b m the principle of taxing sheep.
Franklin, getting the eye of the &dm=, asked the Marylander if
he wbuld permit an interruption for the purpl#ie of a question,
which, Mr. Franklin beIieved, might serve to illuminate the point
being made. The Marjlandm granted the courtesy and Franklin
propounded one of the most prqpant questions ever conceived.
Noting that the Marylander could see no diEerenm between such
property as slaves and sheep, Benjamin Franklin then asked: "Can
the delegate from Maryland point to a single hrrection of
sheep?"
If human beings did nothing but mastiate, defecate, fordme
and, when dead, dessicate, there would be, of course, no insurrection of slaves, anymore than there have been insurreaions of sheep.
It is, rather, the capacity to think, yearn, dream, plan, compare; to
18

feel diwontent aad to project its ehimtion; it is the glorious insistence that life may be better than it is for m r d v e a and our
children which is the esaentid mntetlt of the human in the species
human being. It iQ thh which is the o
d dynamic of history,
and it is the conmadictions and antagonism within hitherto existing exploitative sobeties that have, fundamentally, accounted for
the revolutionary p r a w which, dapite everything, has existed,
developed d triumphed in the p t .
The concept of demoaacy is born of revo1ution; and not least,
in this connection, is our own American Revolutioa In the 18th
century the Amerian w d , " C ~ , reverberated
"
through the
p a l m of h e world with the same impact with which, in the go&
century, the R w i a n word, "Soviet," reverberated through the
mansions of the world; and t?w word, "atken," connoted very
much the same partisanship on the aide of the sovereignty of the
people, that the word, "comrade," docs today.
Today, when the fulIest implementation, in every aspect,
of popular sovereignty is on the hftorid agenda, the d e n t i c
and antiampiratorid chaacter of the revolutionary proccss is
especially clear. This is why En@,
back in March, 1895, in an
i n d u c t i o n to Marx's The Clags SPrugglcs in France, was able to
write:

The time of surprise attacks, of revoIuthns carried through
by d l conscious minorities at the head of unconscious massea,
is past. Where it is a question of a complete transformation of
the d a l wgarrization, the masses themselves must also be in
it, must hemeIves alread have gras
what is at stake, what
they are going in for
bod7 an -1. The history of the
past fifty years has taught us that.

wJi
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And, 1 think. the history of the years since Engels penned thoae
words has confirmed further their truth. T o condude: the revoIutionary process was the most demaaatic of all historical develop
menu in the pat, and in the praent era-the era of the transitionc
from capitalism to mci;LLism-the revolutiomry process remains
thoroughly democratic, in inspiration, in mp&ation, in ,-p
and in mode of accomplishment.

V: On the ttHighCaL" of Rmdutiwr
1t is widely held that while revolution may p i b l y bring about
certain worthwhile changes, it accomplishes this at a cmt in human suffering that is much too high. One hears, today, for example,
statements to the effect that while Revolutions in Russia and
in China may have xesulted in certain undeniable advanas, they
have come at a a t in m a i l that was e x k v e .
Conmrning this, I d d like to offer five points for consideration.
First, normally those who hment the allegedly excesaiw m
e
a£ revolution tend to accept as valid tally-sheets of the cost, the
verdicts and the reports emanating from foes of the revolution.
Hence, after the generation of mkreporthg about the Russian
Revolutian, one found a sense of astonishment among the
American people when the U.S.R.R. stood up against the assembled
might of all Europe, led by Hitler, stopped it and-with not very
much helpfinally hurled it back £ram whence it had come and
beyond. Again, since 1957 and the Grst Sputnik, a genera1 feeling
of amazement has swept large sections of the American populace
in the face of great technical achievements which manifestly rebaed high levels of educational scientific, engineering and industria1 development in the Soviet Union, and which contradicted
the picture they had been given of a backward, impoverished.
cowed and ignorant population.
Now, individuals like Mrs. Rmswelt and Adlai Stevenson, re
turning from the U.S.S.R.and alarmed at the abysmaI ignorance
and misinformation concerning it chat predominate in our own
country, are appealing for some effort at realistic xeportage. At the
same time as the latter made this appeal, Mr. Stevenson hinted at
something of the source of the misrepresentation when he remarked that it was d&lt
to tell the n t h about the astonishing
accomplishments in education, science, and production in the
U.S.S.R. without appearing to be a partisan of S ~ a l i s m l
When it comes to the Chinese Revolution, the Eisenhower
Administration's absurd insistence that the Chinese mainland on~y
exists when it chooses to "recognize" it, has produad the nearly
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cod
of q htU
a d to thir day
the New York Times has not even learned that the amect spelling

of the apital of the Chinese Pmple'n &public t Peking, and not
Peipingl
In the face of the notoriously biased and Wadous reportage
concerning revolutions, rhw who daim that the k t of whatever
progress they may bring is too high, do deped for their estimate
of that cast upon such reportage. This manifestJy will not do.
k a d l y , those who lament the high cost of revolution tend,
at least by implimtion8 to wume that the mt of arriving at the
status quo was low. We would urge that this needs remnsideratioa
There are in the world t h y twu major kinds of revolutionary
m o v e m e n ~ f t e ninter-related-for national liberation, and for
Socialism. Both are aimed at the termination of imperiaIism; has
the cost of producing this imperialism ever been counted up?
Are not the Afrimn slave-trade and Negro slavery assdated
with the beginnand development of capidism? Are not the
genocidal poIiciea add out against the original inhabitants of
the Anmias and of Asia similarly h a t e d ? Is not the e n tutiesl long torment of Xndia coanecwd with the rise of 3riW
capitalism and imperialism? Have not preparation for war m d
the making of war been the most lucrative businexes for capitalism
far several hundreds of years? Is it not a fact that the historicaI
developments I have just mentioned a t the lives of bun* of
raillions of people through some four centuries; and might one
not easily add many othtm-equally organic to the rise of mpitab
ism and the truth about colonialism and imperialism-whicb have
taken the lives of and caused fearful suflFering to, additional millions upon millions of men, wmnen, and children?
Thirdly, lamentations a b u t the high cxzst of revolution assume,
do they not, &at the status quo exists at a low cost in terms of
human ~ ~ n Butg is ?this true? We have referred specifically to
the Russian and Chinese Revolutions, since these are most often
cited as the "horrible examples." Very well, what of the status
quo that existed and was undone by the revolutions there? Were
not OId China m d Old Russia torn repeatedly by wars fought for
sordid ends, and taking millions of lives? Were not Old China
and Old Russia marked by mass illiteracy, by terrible epidemim,
*I

by repeated famines, by fiercely high death rates? Were not the
warnen in Old China and Old R u d a hardly more than slaves?
Was not the persecution of minorities on national and reiigious
grounds institutionalized in both? Was not prostitution rampant
in thofie "goal old days?" Were not thoee countries prime examples of terrible backwardness and impoverishment? Are these
realities of the former shtw quo a u k i a t l y borne in mind by
those who "regret" the "high costa' of Revolution?
Fourthly, is there not implicit in the regret wer the c a t of
rwoIution the idea that if
should be any changes needed in
the status qu+when such a need is admitted-that these can
be brought about gradually, moderately, and without £ws, as it
were? But where one is dealing with really significant changes,
policies of reformism, of gradualism, of s d l e d nioderation, are
in reality policies of acquiescence in the prevailing mnditions.
Have significant changes in the past come through polities of
modcration? Is that how, lor example, the United States mme
into being? Is that how feudal privileges were eliminated anywhere
in the world? Is that how chattel slavery was wiped out in our own
country?

There were advocates of moderation in the United States on
this question of Negro sIavery--of couhie, they were not among
the slaves, themselves+ T o cry "moderation" is not dficult when
it is &e other fellow who is being crucified; especially if the other
man's suffering represents enormous vested interests. But this tactic
then would not do bemuse it showed a failure to comprehend the
nature of slavery-the fact that it representwl f w r bilIion dollars;
the fact that the class owning those sIaves m'tlded on that basis
enormous political power; and the fact that the way to end sIavery
was to end it, not "moderate" it, Had the moderationista prevailed,
we wouId still SIX debating the question of slavery in this country,
and wondering whether or not it would be wise to pass a gradual
emancipationist act in the year n6tn, to take .efEect, a little at a
time, perhaps, in 3 4 0 0 A.D. And while the rest of us were "patient"
and talked and pondered and wondered, the Negro millions would
be asked, of course, to go on enduring slavery.
Moreover, this moderationist approach views the status quo
as static; but a d a I organism, being an organism, will be every-

thing except static. It will be in p x e m i of ch-,
and this may
be progressive or remogressive. One thing society is not, and that
b static. This tactic of moderation ignores the tendency of those
who are dominant- to seek to gain more and more tbrough their
domination and to do everything they can to make more and more
secure their domination. The fact of the matter is that a policy
of moderation will not adequately serve even to keep an exploitative
d order from remgmdng, let alone help in making any kind
of =ally substantial or signibnt progress.
Further, the m h t i o n i s t , or reform& approach, fundamentally accepting the status quo, tends to shy away from any
kind of m struggle, any kind of significant widespread human
involvement in the &or& to produce social change. But the past
demonstrates, I think, that nothing is given by dominating classes,
and this applies not only to basic advances such as the elimination
of slavery; it applies also to less fundamental alterations, such as
the right to form trade unions, or the enfranchisement of women,
or obtaining unemployment insurance. These accomplishmena
were the result of hard, prolonged, maas struggle; and to retain
them and make them meaningful, after they have been obtained,
algo requires constant vigilanm and mass effort.
We are not here arguing against reforms, but rather against
reformism; the former are way-stations on the road to basic d d
advance; the latter is the t~cticof avoiding basic sucial advance.
It is, of course, fundamentally, on the basis of d a y - t h y efforts,
on real questions having immediate rignifiance for large numbera
of people., that major social struggIes occur. Accomplishments made
in the course of such struggles prepare the way for other and often
more substantial gains in the future. Further, the pxocm of achieving such gains is a process of organization and education-in their
own strength and in the nature of the resisting f o r d the people
participating, and in that sense a h constitutes indispensable ekments making possible the achievement of basic socid advance.
Fifthly, while we argue that those who hold tbat the cast of
revolution is too high are profoundly wrong, we do not mean to
indicate by this a belief tbat revolution is without cost. Certainly,
it is not, and m drastic, prolonged and sweeping a development
as is involved in rhe process of revolution will bt a t l y . In it

t h e will be human tr+y
and sufkring, mme of it unavoidable,
and some of it the result of failing and error and evil.
Great things are not come by lightiy and are not achieved without cost. But revolutionary movements represent p h u d human
and social aeeda and form; indeed, needs and f o m that axe
irresistible. FuadamentaI to these needs aud forces are the intolerable conditions emanating from the status quo, p d u d n g that
mas awakening and activity without which revolution mdd not
even begin, let done s u d . Viewed hbtorically and a d y t i d y ,
viewed realistically, and viewd in terms of the supreme end of
existence-the ennoblement of human l b t h e record shows, I
tbinlr, that the revolutionary process doesi not come at too high a
cmt, .but rather as a breath of £re& air a d as a force moving
forward decisively the whole human ram.

VI: Nos-Socialist and Socialist Revolutions ( 1 )
What differences are there between nondodalist and socialist

revelutions?

In the great revolutionary sweep that have h
i
m marked
human history-prior to the appearance of Socialism-with slavery
being replaced by serf-bound landhoHhg, and this by wage labor,
the private possession of capital, and the indweIopment of
industry in Western Europe and in the northern half of the New
World, there persistmi one common C h a r a d t i c in all of these
system, slave, feudal, capitalist, the means of production remained
the private property of a smaIl minority. Xn other forms of m o lutionary change, especially those assodam3 with colonial and national liberation ~mwemmts-for instance, the founding of tbt
United States. or of h e nations in Latin-Am&-while
very
significant political, economic, and soda1 c h q p appeared, again
one thing endured, namely, the private o w d p of the means
oE production.
It is exactly this element, which had resisted change in all preceding revolutions, whose ttansformation constitutes the distinguishing characteristic of the Sucialist revolution. In this respea,
the qualitative change encornpad in the move h m capitalism
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loeralram b nmrc probud than that in the move from feudalism to =pior fivnn slavery to feudalism, in that it puts an
end to exploitation aim.
I t is a fact, then, that d-pite all the great changes that have
marked pre4hcidht history for thousands of .gears, there remained
the aonstanq of the private possession of the means of production.
, The ultimate, decisive repository of economic and state power lay
i in the hands of the m i n g class (or W};and the basic function of pvemment waf to secure this property relationship. Con) stant, too, remained the idenamtion of ability with wealth, of
I propriety with property, of the masterly with the master, of being
rich with being good; and, the opposite of all this also constantly
pwdcd-the poor were the inmpable, the poor were no #
(the very word, "pod* having two meanings); and vulgarity was
the companion of poverty.
This meant, too, that in a11 previous revoluti~ns,some form of
accommodation was possibfe and war practiced between the prop
ertied &us coming into full power and the propertied class being
removed from full power. That is, for exampk, with the elimination of slavery, the slaveowmers normally-as in the United Scam
-remained as a dasa of rignificmt landownem, with all the power
and prestige inhering in wch a class. In such revolutions, cornwas the mIe, on- the shift in power had been consolidated, and mIitions developed, with the erstwhile rulm now in
a subordinate, but important and respected p i t i o n , and united
in fundamentaI opposition to the non-propertied.
Further, in the accomplishments of non-Sdalist revolutions,
the developing sptem which is to replace the outmded one has
already come into being: the successful revoIution indicates the
tpraturing of the new system to the point where it can eliminate
the oId elass horn its dominant position. That is, the system of
apitalism exists prior to the overthrow of feudalism, and grows
to the point where it can overthrow feudalism. Here it is not
simply that the new revoIutionary class, the bourgeoisie, has come
into being; ita existence means that capitalism is already in existence and is fuaetioning.
When capitalism grows to the p i n t where it finds the restrictiom of feudalism u n b b 1 e and where it possesses the political
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and organhational strength to force a change, it h so. But that
dmqe, and thc eoming into politid dominaam of the bourgeoisie
rtflaeta an already existing mcial system, namely, capitalism, And
now, with victory, the bourgeoisit uses the state to help advance
its own i n k t s - t o help its growth and development. In this,
normally, it permits the existence of feudal remnants and welcomes the persistence of ariatomatic families; later, as cstpitalism
becomes worldwide, and especially as it approaches obsolescence
and faces the challenge of Socialism, it actively sustains feudal elements outside its own borders, and attempts a revival of certain
feudal vaiues within its own bordm.
In atl these respects, the Sacidist revolution is dilkent. The
Sodalist revolution, in the sense of the elimination from state
power of the bourgeoisie ad tbe gaining of state power by the
working class and its allies, is accomplished prior to the coming
into being of S o c i a l h . The bourgeoisie takes state power from
the feudal fords and then usee the state to further develop an already existing capitalism; the pmductive masses take state power
from the bourgeoisie and then use state power in order to begin
the estabhhment of Socialism.
Of course, in both the capitalist and Malist revolution, the
rwolutionary classes have come into being prior to the accomplishment of the revolution and lead in its achievement; but in the S+
cialiat rwolution, the working rn-,
having achieved state power,
must start from scratch in r e d i n g the whole character and nature
of the d a l order. The significance of this dbinction is intensified
when one remembers that the W s t revalution sleeks a more
profound transformation than any revolution that preceded it. It
geeks, far the k t time, to eliminate the private omerehip of the
meam of production: it seeks for the first time to produce a &I
order wherein acquisitiveness and personal a p d i z e m e n t are not
the dynamic components of the economy, but are rather hostile to
the economy.
Furthemore, not only must more be done, bur it must be done
by a clasli which has not had the opportunity of acquiring the skills
and knowledge of rule and of direction. In the mow from feudalism to mpitaIism and in the victory of mpitalism, the bourgeoisie
already had the experience of functioning as economic and politid
a6
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dircctm and adminiatraton; that is, the capimhq when b a y
taking over state power, had had expericnw in psuiiupating in
state power. They had developed alturd, tedmical and educationd skills of a high order and so had the qualifted l e a d d p ,
in the nemary numbers, to serve as diplomats, economish directors, Ieaders, teachers, statesmen of the new d a l sptem.
But rhe working masses, in gaining state power and seeking to
start the remaking of the soda1 order, in a thoroughly bask manner, must do so without having had positions of leadership in the
operative levels of the preceding d a 2 order. And since the change
now being sought is so fundamental, cooperation with the ousted
class is not possible.
It is the central nature of state power and the enormous tasks
that the state must undertake in producing the Socialist revolution
that make the concept of the transformation of the nature of the
atace so baaic a component of the political theory of Marxism. It ie
the extreme difliculty involved in dewloping a loyal and skilled
administrative group under these unprecedented conditions and
for these altogether new aims, which accounts for the emphasis in
Manism upon the security of the rwdutiunary state.
Certainly, tbe basic distinction between Sodalist and n o n b
cialist revolution, is that imbedded in the impact each has upon
the private ownership of the means of production. One eliminates
such ownership; the other modifies the kind of such ownership,
but does not alter the basic fact that some f m of private ownership of the means of production persists and that this ultimately
controls the character of the other features of the social order.

VII : Nan-Socialist and Socialist RevoIutions (2 )
M a l i s t revolution, unlike its predemmrs, being based upon
what its adherents- consider to be a scientific world outlook4iaIectical materialism-signifies a higher level of eomciousne.~in the
struggle to achieve it, and a policy of consistent planning in the
&mt to safeguard it and to build a new society.
Socialist revolution conceives of itself as instituting a system
wherein dynamia, change-being an immutable law-continues to
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function. Unlik
rcualutiow, this aar W not viwr
itself as being the last. The Socialist revolution does lay the groundwork for the appearance of a social order without dm antagonisms, the resolving of whichl hitherto, comprised the b
propding change; but replacing this, under Socialism, appear the
perpetual drive towards the fuller and fuller conquest of nature,
and aIso the process of criticism and self-aitiuam. The= forces
will, with suffrdent technologid advances, make certain the de
velopment of Commdam out of Sodalism, with the f m e r differing from the latter in the mmce of abundance for aU, in the
p m n e of a p a d equalitarhh, and in the a k a of institutionalized reatmints having the character of the present State.
The Sociatiat revolution brings into king, for the fimt time, a
society opposed in principle to a11 mncepta of elitism, whether t h i s
eIitism be based upon race or religion or occupation. The principIe
of service conquering that of aggrandizement, this denial of elitism
will apply also to varying endowments of talent or mpacity, in
which, if there be real superiority, it *will require e n h a n d mntributions and service, rather than gain enhanced reward and
power. Furthermore, in a mciety markd by am a k c e of ckw
antagonism and the outlawry of exploitation, the whole concept of
leadership, which claa~idlyhas involved beguiling and deceiviug,
will alter to connote especialIy effective participation and genuine
guidance.
The opposition to elitism shows itself in Socialism most dra.
matically in prindpkd opposition to racism, which is outlawed
i n a11 Socialist societies. This d e s with it not onlp Iawa and
regulations for rhe society itself; it also helps determine the attitude of Soaalht societies to the whole system of colonialism, b a d
as rbat system is, ideologically, u p racism.
Colonialism and racism-attribum of eapitdism-mean in fact
a condition of parasitism in which the imperial powers provide
their h m e populations with relatively higher standards of Living
and (often) greater political rights, on the basis, in l a p part,
of the deprivations suffered by the peoples held in colonial bondage. A notorious manifestation of thia is the policy pursued by imperiaIism of inhibiting &e development of industry in the ~lonial
world, thus forcing the colonid peoples to be mappliers d raw

materials and purcbpsers of bidid ~ F ~ u
a dWin h b
a t prices set by the dominating porn.
Socialism not only makes possible a much greater rate d
in induptrial production at home, without the intermittsnt m h
that stre organic to exploitative d a l orders; it also bas no reason
to inhibit the development of industrial prduaion in other mm
of the world. O n the mtrarg, Socialia countries are interested in
the swiftest development of economic potential throughout
world, lm this can redound only to their own benefit.
Hence, in the ultimate test of social systems-their pmductive
capacity4acialism is superior to q h l i s m . For while -pi-,
in its find sw,in the present century, is marked by a nombk
decline in its rate of productive growth in the major countries, it
is a h characterized by a tendency to mtriet the productive mpmities of the d e d ?backward" parts of the world. Fur, in Iarge
part, the ' * p r ~ i v e 'features
'
of the economy of the imperialist
powem rested exactly upon the "backward" nature of the rest of
the world.
The Socialist revoIution h b torn b m the grasp of imperidhn
Iarge arears of this "backward" world and has, in a matter of a few
demdes (in the case of China, in a m a t e of a few years) transformed them into remarkabIy productive areas, challenging the
"advanced" capitalist natiom for productive supremacy. Simnltaueody, it pursues a policy of actively assisting other areastbost not yet Socialist-in their effort to advance themxlva inI

,

dustrially,

Furthermore, since under Socialism the contradiction between
the socialized means of production and the individualized mode
of appropriation, characteristic of capitalism, has becn eliminated,
i t is a system which is unmarked by periodic economic crisis, and
above all, by the hmor of mass unemployment. Again, on the
bslsis of the elimination of this central economic contradiction and
of the profit motive that goes with it, Socialism is a system whme
basic motivations are revoIted by preparations for or the waghg
of war. While intreasingly, the economies of the advanced mpitafist countries are maintained on the basis of enormous expditures
for weapons of destruction-and while su& expenditure r e p e n t s
the mmt luaative business there is-in Sodalkm therse expenditures

represent pure waste. Far hom the emnomic system of Socialism
depending upon war-making expendittb&y are ftarful bur.
dens to it.
Hence, again, rhe Socialist system is characterized-and this for
the finst time in history, again marking a f b n t a l W & n
between the Socialist revolution and all revolutions that p r e d d
it-by implwble and principled hoetility to tht whole phem
menon of war.
the truly amclysmic nature of modern war ia
brought home more and more vividly to more and more m i l l i o n s
of the human race, the h c t that one system, capitalism n e d it
and breeds it, while the other, Sodalism, det~stsit a d strugglee
against it, enhanm the r d i o n against the former and the attraction of the btter.
The oppwition to elitism of Socialism dm means that for the
fmt time, &is system actively s x h to u n i v m d h ~human howledge and human cultufe. It insists that the great scienti6c and
arhric uemma of mankind azn be the m i o n of all mankind,
and not of just a handful among the rich and the intelligentah.
From t h i s ~ u r e l ywill come in time not only the univasal pmsession of these ueasum, but aha the meation of additional masterpieces on a s a l e never before appxmchd by any d order.
O n the basis of such mastery, and on the #basisof a system
01 abundance and peace, the red a d functioning iwvaeipty of
the people will he p i b l e ; hence, with the Sociakt revolutioa
the fullest implementation of the concept of government by, for,
and of the people is made possible.
Note that in all of the above, none of the changa and advances
come automatidy or come at once. All must be actively sought
after, in a planned and organized manner, and all will take not
only much effort but also much time to achieve. Impding will be
not only nonSodalist sodeties, but also the vestiges of the p t
within the Socialist societies, some of these v a t i g a going back
thousands of years, to pre-mpitalist and pre-feudal times, such as
the attitude of mak supremacy, to cite but one example.
The difliculti~will be great, as befits the greatness of the prize
to be won. But the elimination of the private powxaion of the
means of production, and the commitment to the building of a
smialist sodety, with the working class itself leading the construe(

tion of on anticwploitative order, constitute the prcrqutitc fa*
the development of the truly human epoch of h i s m y .
At any rate, what James Ruwll Lowell said at Harvard in
1865, has served as our inspiration:

Let liars fear, lei cowards shrink,
Lbt traitors t m away;
W h a t a m we have dared to think
That dare we also say.

And as far rwolution, in particular, the four lines from the
poem entitled "Revolution," by the Jewish poet, Joseph Bovshover,
will do for the condusion:
I c m e because tyrants have put up their thrones in place
of the nations;
I come because rulers are foddering peace with their war
~G@TC~~~OW;

I come becaorse ties that bound people together are now
d~mnnccted;

I come b e c a w fooh think that progress will stay in the
bounds they erected.
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